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Abstract: One difficulty at developing mechanisms for business process security

monitoring and auditing is the lack of representative, controllably generated test

runs to serve as an evaluation basis. This paper presents an approach and the

corresponding tool support for event log synthesis. The novelty is that it considers

the activity of an “attacker” able to purposefully infringe security and compliance

requirements or simply manipulate the process’ control and data flow, thereby

creating deviations of the intended process model. The resulting logs can be

readily replayed on a reference monitor, or serve as input for auditing tools based

upon, e.g., process mining.

1 Introduction

Research into business process security and compliance is concerned with the

requirements formalization of security (e.g. secrecy, binding of duties) and compliance

requirements (e.g. obligations, interdependencies between activities) [BAS09] and the

development of well-founded techniques and tools for analyzing, monitoring and

auditing these requirements in business process specifications [Acc13]. Approaches for

this may include, for instance, program analysis [AL12, AW10b, AW11], usage control

monitoring [ASK08] and various types of a-posteriori process analysis [AS08, AW10a,

vdA11].

Here, a particular challenge arises when it comes to testing the effectiveness of

monitoring and auditing techniques and corresponding tools [AS12, AS13]. Specifically,

to test these tools one needs controllably generated event logs that contain process

executions comprising process flexibility and variability on the one hand, and process

non-compliance on the other, thereby mimicking structural vulnerabilities, process

dynamics, intentional attacks and user errors [LA11]. Such event logs can serve as input

for monitoring, auditing and mining tools, thereby allowing developers to assess their

kill-rate, i.e. the precision to identify the violation of the designated security and

compliance properties or deviations from an original process model.

Business process simulation techniques can be used to generate these runs and, thus, to

synthesize event logs. However, the current state of the art (e.g. [CKH98, Tum96,

vdA10a]) and tool support (e.g. [Ala, BSB98, BS10, CPN], see [JVN06] for survey) do

not take into account the controlled generation of event logs considering flexibility and

non-compliance for a specific process.

In computer security, the “attacker model” describes activities that deviate from the

prescribed behavior of programs, systems and protocols [Cer01]. This abstraction serves
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not to solely model an “attacker”, but rather unexpected fault situations that interfere

with the usual operation of a program or protocol. In security, if a program (provably)

withstands a certain “attacker model”, then it is considered “secure” against such an

attacker. This paper employs the “attacker model” abstraction as a building block of

event log generation. Specifically, the paper presents a controllable simulation approach

and corresponding tool support that allows users to synthesize event logs of business

processes comprising non-compliance and business process flexibility wrt. their control

flow.

The contributions of this paper are threefold: (1) the definition of model transformation

operators to derive and encode variants of process models, e.g. skipping and swapping

activities; (2) the definition of trace transformations which transform valid process traces

by enforcing or violating security-related properties; (3) considering traditional security

and organizational properties for business processes [KR01], the approach allows for a

controllable generation of event logs in which these requirements are enforced or

violated; and (4) the presentation and evaluation of SecSy , a tool that allows the

configurable generation of event logs in several output formats. Due to space constraints,

this paper will present only the main intuition behind the approach and key features of

SecSy. (SecSy can be downloaded at http://bit.ly/SecSy). A follow-up paper will present

the whole set of operators and a thorough description and evaluation of SecSy.

To the best of our knowledge, the insights behind the approach we present in this paper

are novel. SecSy has been already used in the generation of several case studies and is

capable of producing log files of industrial complexity that can be readily used for

testing, e.g., process mining and monitoring approaches. Overall, by allowing users to

configure the executions according to transformations on model and trace level, it is

possible to capture the evolution (flexibility) of business process, as well as intentionally

building non-compliance into the log. However, the approach does not guarantee that all

possible ways of violating specific security properties (i.e. changing the shape of a trace

accordingly) are reflected by the synthesized log. Ongoing work investigates how to

apply testing methods – especially mutation testing [JH11] – as a foundation for

synthesis.

Paper structure. Section 2 introduces the overall approach, whereas the main building

blocks are presented in detail in Section 3. Section 4 presents a subset of operators for

model transformation and property enforcement/violation, thereby defining the

aforementioned “attacker model”. The tool SecSy is described and high-level

evaluated in Section 5.

2 Simulation Approach

The overall approach is depicted in Fig. 1. It takes a series of business process

specifications as input and generates a process log that contains traces of these

specifications. Based upon the security and compliance requirements, deviations from
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Figure 1: Overview of the approach

the defined control flow are generated with the help of transformers which encode

specific trace properties that are either enforced or violated on a random basis. Together

with the ability to subsequently generate traces of a series of different business process

models into a single log, the approach provides for a definition of an attacker model,

which can be configured in a detailed way for a particular test case. Generated logs are

outputted in MXML (a format for process mining), as well as plain text. Ongoing work

adds support to Extended Event Streams format ( XES ).

Processes subject to simulation are considered to be executed within a context. While the

control flow of a process defines possible execution traces, subjects authorized to

execute process activities and objects used by activities are defined by contexts. Our

approach allows to define simulation runs, each relating to one process model which are

processed one after another according to the number of desired traces for each run. This

way, the engine is capable of simulating situations in which there is an initial model for

planned process behavior, but a variant of this model was executed for some time,

possibly due to the activity of an attacker or process variation/flexibility. To support the

user in defining such variants, we define model transformation operators that replace

specific control flow patterns of a process according to Weber et al. [RW12] (see Section

4 below). Additionally, each simulation run can relate to a set of trace transformers

which operate on trace level.

During the processing of a simulation run, the engine generates valid log traces

according to the control flow of the corresponding process and context and then passes

them through the trace transformers which apply transformations in a post-processing

manner. Trace transformers can remove or add process activities (simulating skipped

activities or incomplete logging), as well as change information within traces in a way

business related properties like separation/binding of duties or authorization constraints

are enforced or violated.
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3 Process Specifications and Execution Contexts

The main building blocks are, firstly, the process specification which defines activities

and the order in which they can be executed and, secondly, the execution context which

defines the organizational environment for process execution in terms of subjects

authorized to execute process activities and objects, used by activities. For simulation

purposes, a process specification and a compatible context are paired together to an

execution system.

Process specification The process specification defines process activities and the order

in which they are executed. To focus on the simulation procedure, we abstract from

concrete specification meta-models at this point. The only prerequisite is that processes

are well-structured [VVK09]: a well-structured process model is a model composed of

blocks, which may be nested but must not overlap. A block can be a single activity, a

sequence, a parallel/conditional branching and a loop block.

A process is defined as a tuple          , where   is a set of activities and       
is the set of possible traces over   . It is assumed that the control flow of a process

which defines   by establishing a successor-relation among activities is modeled with

the help of OR-, XOR- or AND-gateways (implicitly or explicitly). These gateways are

logical connectors modeling choice, combination and parallelism of activities in the

conventional way. In case a process contains more than one gateway of the same kind,

they are enumerated in a natural way (e.g.        ). Such process models

(specifications) are instantiated when processes are executed. Each instance relates to a

possible execution sequence of process activities (trace). The set of all processes is

denoted as  .

Activities are executed by subjects at a specific point in time and involve a number of

objects. Subjects, objects and clearances (rights of subjects to execute activities) are

defined within process contexts                   , where   is a set of activities,  is a set of subjects and   is a set of objects. The function           defines

the set of activities a subject is authorized to execute and the function           
assigns the objects employed by activities.

The execution of process instances leads to the occurrence of events, each reporting the

execution of a process activity. Formally, an event is a triple             , where    is a unique timestamp,      is an activity and      is the executing

subject. For convenience, we use       to access the timestamp of an event,          and          respectively. In contrast to process traces that just consider

activity orders, log traces denote the sum of all events relating to the execution of a

process instance. A log trace is defined as sequence of events            , where the

sequence order is defined according to the event timestamps        . The set

representation of a log trace is defined as   . Log trace  is a sub-trace of another log

trace               , denoted     , iff       We use the notation    for the

prefix of  before the occurrence of  and    for the suffix after the occurrence of  ,

whereas    denotes the direct predecessor of  within  ,    the direct successor. The

set of all log traces that can be formed based on activities   and subjects   is denoted
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as       , for events       respectively. We use the notation     to access the  -th event

of a log trace  . The activity reduction of a log trace is defined as                             . The function                         determines the reduction of a

set of events to those with a specific activity, i.e.                                  .
Execution System An execution system is a pair      , where          is a

process and                      is a process context. A possible trace of an

execution system is denoted                     and contains only events relating to

activities in  and subjects in  , i.e.                          . We use       
for the set of all possible traces of an execution system. A possible trace   of an

execution system is conform, if it is a valid trace of the corresponding process and

subjects are assigned according to the authorization function   , i.e.                                   . The set of all conform traces of an execution system is

denoted as               . A process log resulting from executing activities of process

instances with respect to an execution system is defined as a sequence of traces                              , where the ordering of sequence elements is defined by case

starting times, i.e.           .

4 Model- and Trace-Transformations

Model transformations regard only the control flow (structure) of a process and change

the order in which activities can be executed and are determined with the help of

transformation functions       . Currently, the following transformation operators

at gateway-level are considered:

•         : This transformation provides a variation of the input process in which a

specific AND-gateway is rewritten to an XOR-gateway. This means: while the

original process requires traversing both parts of the AND-gate, the variant

assumes, that only one (randomly chosen) path is traversed.

•         : The opposite of         , i.e. a specific XOR-gateway is rewritten to an

AND-gateway.

•      : This transformation provides for variants in which the order of a pair of

activities is swapped.

In contrast to changing the behavior of a process persistently by modifying its structure,

trace transformers are used to transform traces in a way specific trace properties are

enforced or violated. Transformers operate on valid traces generated during the

simulation process in a post-processing manner, before they are added to the output log

file. Formally, a transformer wrt an execution system                                is a function                             which takes a valid process trace as input and generates a modified version of this

trace according to a number of parameters  , which is not necessarily valid. The set of

possible events to apply the transformer is denoted   . The set of events, for which the
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transformer is actually applied is denoted       . The modified events resulting from

applying the transformer is denoted     . Below we define a number of ftransformer that

can be applied while simulating processes. It should be noted that in situations where

more than one transformer is applied on a trace, the fields modified by the transformers

have to be “locked”. This is to prevent further transformers from corrupting the already

enforced properties coming from previous applications of transformers.

Currently, the approach comprises the following six trace transformers: (a) delay inserts

a delay in the process execution; (b) skip generates executions in which some activities

are skipped; (c) silent captures a situation in which a particular activity has not been

logged onto the file; (d) authentication mimics an access control policy and its violation;

(e) binding of duty (BOD) mimics the compliance with or the violation of a binding of

duty requirement; and (f) separation of duties can be seen as the opposite of BOD: it

states that a particular activity must be performed by a different subject or role. Due to

space constraints, below we present only three transformers – namely, delay,

authentication and separation of duties. The definition of the other transformers occur

analogously. It is important to emphasize, though, that this list of transformers can be

extended with or refined to other domain-specific transformers and, subsequently, added

to SecSy .

Delay transformer. The delay transformer inserts a delay in the process execution.

Formally, the transformer is defined as                                  .

The transformer                  transforms an input trace            into an

output trace               by adding a random delay            to events

relating to activity  . The number of events which are delayed is bounded by the

parameter  , whereas                      and                    .

Note that   can be empty. All events    of the generated output trace fulfill the

following properties:

•                         
•                       

•          
{  
 
   
        ∑                                      
         
        ∑                                  

Authentication transformer. The authentication transformer mimics an access control

policy and its violation. Formally, the transformer is defined as                       . The transformer           transforms an input trace            into an

output trace               by randomly assigning subjects to events, which are not

authorized to execute the event activity. The number of events for which the transformer

is applied is bounded by the parameter  , whereas      and                    . Note that the transformer fails when    is empty and subjects cannot be

assigned accordingly (e.g. when all subjects are allowed to execute all activities). All

events    of the generated output trace fulfill the following properties:
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•                         
•                 
•                                         
•                                 

Separation-of-duties transformer. The separation-of-duties ( SOD ) can be seen as the

opposite of the aforementioned BOD transformer: it states that each activity in an

activity set must be performed by a different subject or role. The transformer is formally

defined as                                               . The transformer           transforms an input trace            into an output trace               by enforcing or violating the separation of duties security property on trace . Formally, the SOD property on a set of activities  , whereas       denotes the

executing subject is defined as  ⋃            . In the enforcement case, applied

on a given trace  and a set of bindings            , this translates to:

•                      
•            
•                  ⋂                      
•     
•               (conform subject configuration)

•                                  
•                

The enforcement fails, if there is no conform subject assignment which enforces the

property, i.e.     . All events    of the generated output trace fulfill the following:

•                         
•                 
•             {                                          

In the violation case, the transformer ensures that there are events with activities in  
with the same subject: it first enforces the SOD property as stated above and then

randomly chooses a set of events                 for which it assigns the same

authorized subject, i.e.                        . The violation fails if there is no

conform subject assignment which violates the property. This procedure allows for a

more realistic simulation of SOD violations than a simple random choice of different

authorized subjects.
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5 SecSy: Prototypical Realization and Initial Evaluation

The event log synthesis approach based upon the framework presented in Section 3-4

has been implemented as a standalone, extensible Java application, called SecSy that

can be downloaded at http://bit.ly/SecSy). Figure 2 depicts the configuration panel of the

application. The simulation settings require the path for the generated log file and its

name, as well as the simulation type ( SIMPLE for traces containing only timestamps

and activity names and EXTENDED for traces containing also information about

executing subjects and data items) and the output log format (plain text or MXML ).

The latter is a standard input for process mining technologies, thereby serving as a basis

for generating logs to test with process mining tools.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the configuration panel

The tool allows for flexible configuration of all required parameters and the creation and

editing of corresponding components (Fig. 3). The time generator component contains

all timing related simulation properties, including the start time for the simulation (date

for first trace), the number of cases per day, office-days and -hours, as well as individual

activity durations and delays between succeeding activities. All properties can be

randomized by adding deviation bounds. The possibility to add several simulation runs

is useful for simulating the execution of different process models or different property

enforcements along time. To model the requirements that should (not) hold for single

simulation runs (thereby specifying the policy applicable to the process), the user can

assign different transformer configurations.
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This way, the frequency and kind of security violations can be thoroughly configured. In

the case of simulation type EXTENDED , the user has to specify a context and a data

container. Data containers generate values for data items used during process execution

(e.g. credit amount) and store the values until a trace is completed. This way, the

consistent usage of attribute values along a complete trace is ensured. A context holds

subjects and their permissions to execute activities and access data elements together

with activity data usage (attributes used by activities) information. To specify subject

permissions, the user can choose between an access control list or a role based concept,

which is particularly helpful for large contexts. Additionally, a context allows to specify

constraints on attribute values that can be added to process activities. This influences the

generation of process traces in a sense, that only those activities are executed whose

constraints are fulfilled. On Petri net level (which is the used meta-model for process

models), the set of enabled transitions is reduced according to existing constraints, when

the simulation tool decides about the next transition to fire.

Figure 3: Configuration of simulation runs

Evaluation. We have carried out both a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of

SecSy . The quantitative evaluation regards the overall performance of SecSy , which

is acceptable for synthesizing large event logs. As an example, a process log containing

100K traces of a non-trivial loan application process with 19 activities incorporating 50

subjects organized in 4 different roles takes 24 seconds including the enforcement of a

binding of duties constraint on a pair of process activities (3GHz Intel Core i7, 8GB

DDR3 memory under OSX 10.8). For comparison, the generation of 10K traces in the

same configuration takes 3 seconds. Future work will further qualitatively evaluate
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SecSy in other dimensions. For instance, the interplay between the output format chosen

(plain text or MXML ) and the performance and limits to the generation of event log

files has to be clarified. Such an evidence is necessary for the generation of “big log

files”. Further, detailed sensitivity analysis of different context parameters (e.g. number

of subjects and roles) have to be carried out.

The qualitative evaluation aims at showing that the logs produced with SecSy in fact

correspond to the original configuration setup for model- and trace-transformations. Put

another way, checking whether the transformations are effective. For this, we generate

log files employing, for each, the same context configuration but different transformers.

Further, we use PROM [vdA11, Chap.~10] to check whether these parameters are

fulfilled or not. For example, to validate the effectiveness of the SOD transformer, we

first configure the transformer so that, say, 20 percent of the synthesized process runs

violate this requirement: subject  performs both activities  and  . Subsequently, we

employ the LTL -checker plug-in to isolate the cases in which this requirement is

violated. For this, it is sufficient to use the predefined formula “exists person doing task and  ”. Similar checks employing other techniques – e.g. conformance checking and

process discovery – were carried out for all the transformations, so that we could

validate their effectiveness. Clearly, this is an ad-hoc, empirical validation style based

upon the assumption that process models respect the designated structural constraints.

Further work aims at obtaining well-founded evidence that transformations are effective.

6 Related Work

Business process simulation is an important tool in business process management to

assessing the runtime operation of a business process. Simulation can also be used as a

means to synthesize traces to test analysis techniques and tools, e.g. conformance

checking and process mining. In both cases, it is important to insert deviations from the

prescribed behavior in order to achieve variability (c.f. [vdA10a, vdA10b] and

[DRMR13, Chap. 7.4]).

However, the current state of the art consider either variations on the execution time and

workflow of the process or control flow deviations mimicking process flexibility and

dynamics. Nakatumba et al. [NWvdA12] present an approach to generating event logs

with workload-dependent speeds from simulation models. Mans et al. [MRvdA+10]

employ simulation to analyze the impact of a schedule-aware workflow management

system. Schonenberg et al. [SJSvdA10] devise a simulation approach for the analysis of

business trends. Rozinat et al. [RMSvdA09] proposes an approach to discovering

simulation models. These works consider, taking our transformers, delays and workload

changes, but they do not consider security and compliance policies. Other works propose

business process simulation frameworks (e.g. [CKH98, Tum96]) without actually testing

them. Weber et al. [WPZW11, Ala] propose an simulation approach and tool support

that considers flexible business processes. However, also here one cannot configure

policy violations.

Several tools exist to simulate business processes (see [JVN06] for survey up to 2006).

Bahrami [BSB98] present a special purpose tool developed at IBM. The focus of the tool
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was on the enterprise architecture and not on processes. Burattin and Sperduti [BS10]

present a framework for the generation of business process models and their execution

logs. However, the tool does not offer any control over the generated models and event

logs. The AristaFlow BPM Suite provides support for simulation, however it is unclear

whether compliance and security rules can be considered [RW12, Chap.~15]. The

CPNTools toolset provides for a highly configurable simulation environment. However,

the toolset is not designed exclusively for this purpose, requiring the programming or

definition of the aforementioned transformers. Our tool provides them in a natively and

extensible manner.

Overall, the generation of “defect” data has been applied to software process

improvement in general [RTVA12], but has never been seen in the BPM area. This

paper is a first step in this direction. We firmly believe that the controlled, push-button

generation of (large) test data is a promising research direction and application domain

in business process testing and improvement. Not only for testing mechanisms in the

context of security and compliance (as argued in this paper), but also for resilience

[KS11, WL07], visualization [KRM12] and dependability [WLR+09] engineering for

business process and process-aware information systems.

7 Summary and Further Work

This paper outlined a method for simulating business process flexibility and

noncompliance, thereby synthesizing event logs. Overall, this approach is novel, both in

the security, compliance and business process management communities. It allows for

highly-controllable simulation output incorporating conform process behavior with

respect to targeted security properties, as well as random failures that may lead to the

violation of selected properties and incomplete/distorted process logs. The approach has

been realized in a prototype and the results obtained with it are promising and useful in

practice.

We firmly believe that the automated generation of such event logs is a necessary step

toward the development of tools for business process analysis. This not only applies to

standard process-aware information systems. More importantly, with the advent of big

data and business process management “in the large”, there will be the need to test with

such log data. Today, generating these data is very tedious. Our proposal should, in the

future, be also used for this setting, thereby considering process architectures (instead of

single models) and event-intensive simulation.

Besides the ongoing and future works mentioned above, there are several other issues

that need to be added to obtain a fully-fledged log synthesizing tool. Firstly, the

simultaneous execution of parallel process models, thereby allowing for the trace

interleaving. Secondly, the completeness of generated logs has not been investigated, i.e.

are all the possible cases and policy violations considered while generating the log.

Thirdly, soundness should be guaranteed by construction, but will be investigated

formally in the future. Finally, we plan to extend the set of policies. In particular, we

will employ the policy patterns provided by Dwyer et al. [DAC99] to provide for policy

templates and allow their specification before execution.
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